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Forest Corp. ABCP: R&I Assigns a-1+

 Rating and Investment Information, Inc. (R&I), has assigned the following rating:

ISSUER: Forest Corp. (Tokyo Branch)
INSTRUMENT NAME: Domestic Asset-Backed Commercial Paper Program
ISSUE LIMIT: 1 trillion yen
BACKING ASSETS: Sales receivables etc.
PROGRAM TYPE: Multi-seller
CREDIT ENHANCEMENT: A 100% Backup Line serves as Credit Enhancement
BACKUP LINE: 100% of the issue limit
BACKUP LINE PROVIDER: The Sumitomo Bank, Ltd.
R&I RATING: a-1+

OUTLINE OF THE ISSUER AND THE ISSUE:
1) Forest Corp. (Forest) is a special purpose company (SPC) set up in the Cayman Islands.
2) Forest Tokyo Branch issues domestic yen-denominated CP and uses the funds raised to
purchase the backing assets
3) The funds recovered from the backing assets are used to redeem the CP. In the event of a
shortfall of funds, The Sumitomo Bank, Ltd., will provide a backup loan.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION:
 R&I has assigned a CP rating of a-1+ to this asset backed CP program based on the following

evaluation points:
1) The Creditworthiness of the ABCP program reflects that of Sumitomo Bank

 This ABCP program is a fully supported program based on the backup line agreement between
Forest Tokyo Branch and Sumitomo Bank.

 The grounds for Sumitomo Bank to refuse to supply the backup loan are limited to bankruptcy
of Forest Tokyo Branch or if the promissory note exchange orders a halt in business.

 So long as these grounds for refusal of the loan do not emerge, Sumitomo Bank will provide the
backup loan to Forest Tokyo Branch in the event of a shortage of funds to redeem the CP caused by
default of the backing assets or of the consignors.

 Since Sumitomo Bank is the provider of the backup loan, the ability to redeem the CP depends
on the creditworthiness of Sumitomo Bank (which currently has a short-term debt rating of a-1+).
2) Bankruptcy remoteness.

 Forest enjoys high bankruptcy remoteness so the possibility of bankruptcy for any reason other
than default of the CP is small.

OUTLINE OF THE STRUCTURE
1) At the time of issuance of the CP
i) Forest Tokyo Branch issues CP in Japan backed by sales receivables etc. and Trust Certificates.
ii) Forest Tokyo Branch purchases sales receivables etc. and Trust Certificates from corporations
and trust banks.

2) At the time of redemption of the CP
i) Forest Tokyo Branch collects the funds from the receivables etc., and the funds are then used to
redeem the CP.

3) Procedures in the event of default of the consignors or obligors
i) In the event that it is impossible to collect the funds from the receivables etc., due to default of
the consignors or obligors, resulting in a shortage of funds for redemption of the CP, Sumitomo
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Bank provides a 100% backup line.

KEY RATING CHECKPOINTS
1) The Backup Line
a) There is a sufficient backup line:

 Forest Tokyo Branch forms a backup line agreement (which also serves as credit enhancement)
with Sumitomo Bank for a credit line of 1 trillion yen. In the event that there are insufficient funds
to redeem the CP due to factors such as a deterioration in the creditworthiness of the originators of
the sales receivables etc., Sumitomo Bank will provide Forest Tokyo Branch with a loan to cover
redemption of the CP.
b) The creditworthiness of the bank providing the backup line:

 Sumitomo Bank currently has a short-term debt rating of a-1+.
c) Grounds for refusal to provide the loan:

 Sumitomo Bank cannot refuse to supply the backup loan in cases other than the bankruptcy of
Forest Tokyo Branch, the start of reorganization or liquidation procedures, or an application for a
special receivership, or if the promissory note exchange orders a halt in business. Given the SPC's
high bankruptcy remoteness, this makes it hard to imagine refusal of the loan for any reason other
than the bankruptcy of Sumitomo Bank.
d) The relationship between this structure and the Acceptance of Contributions, Money Deposits
and Interest Law and the Regulation of Money Lending Business Law
- Forest (which is not governed by the Regulation of Money Lending Business Law) may purchase
from the consignor not only sales receivables but also promissory notes, but it is necessary to
confirm whether this would not infringe either the Acceptance of Contributions, Money Deposits
and Interest Law or the Regulation of Money Lending Business Law.
- The authorities have made no official ruling regarding this, and the rating also does not reflect
these concerns.
- The creditworthiness of the CP issued under this structure depends ultimately on the 100%
backup line from Sumitomo Bank as liquidity enhancement and credit enhancement, so the above
questions could have no impact on the redemption of the CP itself.
- R&I will monitor with care any further developments regarding the above questions.

2) The Bankruptcy Remoteness of the Issuer
 R&I has established that there is a low probability that Forest will file for bankruptcy for any

reason other than default of the CP, for the following reasons:
a) Forest is an SPC. Its entire stock is held by Queensgate SPV Services Ltd. (QSSL) as the trust
assets of a charitable trust. As a result, the capital relationship with all other related entities is
severed.
b) Forest's directors are all dispatched by QSSL. The agents of Forest Tokyo Branch are third
parties with no relationship to this structure. As a result, the personnel relationship with all other
related entities is severed.
c) No related parties may file for Forest's bankruptcy.


